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Abstract 
The present study is concerned mth a generalised two layer numencal model using finite element 
method for flow in the vimity of a small chameter well as well as a dug-cum bore well The 
upper and lower layers are separated by a tlun lens of very low permeabflity Dependmg on the 
choice of boundary condibons at the top of the upper layer and parameter values govemq the 
flow m the system, the model can represent a leaky aqufer system or a double porosity system or 
a multl aqrufer system The lower and upper layer equations form a coupled system of partial 
differenbal equations due to the presence of the leakage term in the lower layer equabon and the 
contmuity requirements at the interface The water table is treated as an unknown moving 
boundary for the case of water table boundary condmon The numerical model developed is used 
to present the results m the form of (a) type curves for drawdown, in both lower and upper 
layers, @) temporal and radial distnbubon of leakage intensity, (c) drawdown &stnbuQon m the 
upper layer in vertml &remoon, (d) propo~onal contributions from dtfferent layers to pumpmg, 
and (e) duect flow into the well from the screened pornon in the upper layer 
Small &meter well 
The type curves for lower layer drawdown becomes flat at mtermediate tlmes due to the presence 
of water table in the upper layer or low permeability lens at the interface or both The shape of the 
type curve is not influenced due to the presence of radial flow in the upper layer However, the 
verhcal dutnbubon of the drawdown m the upper layer is non llnear m shape The presence of 
low permeability lens lmeanses the drawdown distnbuuon in the upper layer even in the presence 
of sigmficant ra&al flow Propomonal contnbuhons from hfferent zones to the pumped 
discharge Qsplay a transient and stattonary state, wth the relatwe oontnbutlons vary~ng m the 
transient state, reachmg constant values in the stabonary state It is seen that, the total contnbubon 
from different zones to pumping is independent of radtal flow when dlrect flow m the upper 
layer is not allowed Thls is true for both transient and stationary states When there is &rect flow 
in the upper layer, the proporbonal contnbubons from upper and lower layers are as per 
transmissivity rabo at very early tunes Whlle the &ect flow remams substan~ally constant m 
tlme, the leakage contnbubon between the layers gradually changes to match the contnbubon 
from different layers to storabvity rabo 
Dug cum bore well 
The type curves for vamus Qstances cross over one another at intermediate times, and finally 
tend to merge at large tune as the well bore storage effect dmunuhes whch was not observed in 
the case of small diameter well model A fairly sigmficant effect of parha1 penetrabon of the dug 
we11 is seen at &stances close to the well, if the upper layer is of an aquifer type and its effect is 
only marpal, lf the upper layer is of an aqutard type The flatness m the type curves associated 
unth speofic yield is relabvely much weaker compared to the small &ameter well case, whereas 
the effect of low permeability lens is simllar to the case of small diameter well The dug cum bore 
well model faalitates a hgher direct flow into the well from the upper layer, compared to the 
small diameter well model wth a correspondmg lesser leakage transfer to the lower layer A peak 
contnbubon m &red flow is observed for the case of dug cum bore well situatron which is more 
than the transmissivity rabo of the upper and lower layers, corrected for the effect of paaal 
penetrabon 
